Abstract
Introduction
Following the view point of Evolutionary Dynamics, we have built a multi-agent system to study resource allocation in a heterogeneous network of resources [3] . The class of systems we are looking at are systems facing structural uncertainties (supply structure and growth, concentration level, substitute products, . . . ). In our approach [2, ?] resources are modeled as strategies, and agents distribute processing requirements onto resources using imperfect information and local decision making. Our agents are endowed with bounded rationality [10] and have to face the challenge of dealing with an imperfect understanding of the feedback structure from resources which use unintendedly rational heuristics to set resources' unit prices (the dynamics of this pricing scheme has been studied in [3] ). Our intent is to achieve cooperative equilibrium using competitive dynamics by controlling congestion through capacity pricing. This requires a loosely coupled interaction model that adequately reflects the autonomy of the involved parties and provides the necessary spatial and temporal decoupling [4] .
However, the benefits of greater decentralization and increased local decision-making come at the expense of greater stochastic dynamics which can have unpredictable effects on the stability of the system. Because such nonfunctional properties (stability, performance, etc) depend upon the system's underlying design and implementation [5] , we had to come up with an appropriate approach for its stability analysis that constrast sharply with many different techniques used in similar context. We then couple the results of our analysis to the clustering dynamics of the Bak-Sneppen evolutionary model to compute the average size of the visible spectrum of the equilibria obtained during stability analysis This paper first introduces Friedlin and Wentzell's technique, then present our approach to stability analysis. We next briefly introduce the Bak-Sneppen evolution model, show how our work fits in that model, and we finally prove the existence of a spectrum of equilibria in such context. Keywords: Game Theory, thermodynamic equilibrium, Transient Attractor, MAS, Autonomous Agents
Overview of Freidlin and Wentzell's approach
Freidlin and Wentzell's insight is that, in the limit of very infrequent perturbations, a stochastic system will spend most of its time in the ω-limit 1 of a deterministic process. Consequently, it suffices to consider the much smaller Markov system whose states are the ω-limit sets of the original deterministic process, and then determine the parameter values for which this Markov system, regarded as the reference "state" leads to an asymptotic stability in the long run. Intuitively, as perturbations become rare, the time interval between perturbations becomes very long, so that after each shock the system moves near an ω-limit before the next shock arrives.
Let Ω denote these ω-limit sets. Freidlin and Wentzell's technique requires that one must first determine every member of Ω.
Given a finite set Ω, ω ∈ Ω, and an ω-tree on the set Ω in the sense normally used in game theory excepts that the direction of motion is the reverse of the usual one. Let H ω denote the set of all ω-trees, and for any ω-tree h, let h(ω) denote the successor of ω. And let D(ω ) denote the basin of ω in the limit dynamic P and − → c (D(h(ω))|ω) the cost of moving from node ω to its successor in the ω-tree [19] .
The limit ϕ * of the invariant distribution ϕ ε associated with the Markov system corresponding to the Markov operator P ε (ε being the amount of noise in the system) exists, and is concentrated on the limit sets ω that solve Eq. 1
which represent the path with the least cost in H ω [7] This approach has the advantage that it can, in principle, always be applied, but it has two related drawbacks. First the method may require that one determines all the limit sets of the unperturbed process P = lim ε→0 P ε . Second, determining the least-cost ω-tree through the computation of − → c (D(h(ω))|ω) and finding the solution of Eq. 1 is computationally expensive and can be a complicated graph theory problem entailing a tedious game tree pruning and tree surgery.
An interesting approach to alleviate those drawbacks was introduced by Ellison [8] , who provided an alternative and much simpler solution, sufficient condition for a set to be stochastically stable. Unfortunately, this sufficient condition only applies to a specific category of problems, but when it does apply, it has the additional benefit of yielding the rate of convergence as well as the identity of the limit set [19] . Another criticism we make of Ellison's approach is that it does not provides for means to measure the strength of equilibria. Ellison addresses this issue by introducing the concepts of radius and coradius of a limit set [8] . Intuitively, the radius measures how easy it is for perturbations to push the system out of the basin of attraction of a limit-set, and hence "captures the expected time the system remains in its basin of attraction". And the coradius, how quickly the system's dynamic will return to the limit-set's basin of attraction.
Although the radius concept -less the expected time the system remains in its basin of attraction-seems correct, the coradius does not seems to reflect the nature of a system subject to disequilibrium effects. One cannot realistically foresee how long the system's dynamic will stay around an equilibrium, or when it will be back after having left it in such settings. Our approach in the contrary can be used in any case, as long as one can model the target problem to fit our framework. What we think is always possible.
Our Approach to Equilibria Discovery and Stability Analysis
To further strengthen our baseline, let's go back to the system we have introduced earlier in this paper.
The hallmark of systems dealing with information in a localized way is "uncertainty". Without a full understanding of the feedback contents from resources, agents must rely upon imperfect information to make strategic decisions. It appears that, as the dynamic complexity of the system increases, disequilibrium effects and systemic decisionmaking errors become more important and can cause the predictions of a rational model to fail. As a consequence, the system can be in a nearby state of which it is supposed to be at a time t [3] . This emphasizes the shortcoming of point attractor models to capture such dynamics.
Our model is an extension of Olafsson's model [2] . In Olafsson's approach [2] , the system's dynamic is captured by Eq. 2
which is a special case of the equations developed by Eigen [22] . It is a simple form of the replicator dynamic equation, that copes nicely with the evolutionary character of some natural ecosystems as long as there is no emergence of new replicators, and the ecosystem evolves in an insulated environment. It is straightforward to establish that the equilibrium states for this dynamics are
1 ω-limit set of a dynamic process are the points that are reached infinitely often from at least one initial condition [19] .
Unfortunately, in a true distributed environment where a system can be exposed to noise of diverse origins, Eq. 3 and 2 do not hold. Feedback of the nature presented in the abstract leads to nonlinear evolutionary equations which can be modeled in continuous time as the replicator equation augmented with a stochastic component (cf. Eq. 4); the base of our model.
Faced with the difficulty to model ε(p t i ) in Eq. 4 we turned to physics for help.
The similarity between the dynamical equation governing the replicator dynamics (cf. Eq. 4) and physics was too tempting to be ignored. In the context of evolutionary dynamics, Eq. 4 makes it possible, given the frequency of a population of a particular type, and the current average payoff as seen by an agent, to compute the reproduction rate of that population. Whereas in physics, it is a differential equation describing the movement of an object in space.
Furthermore, empirical observations have shown the emergence of some patterns that are usually encountered in the study of monoatomic gas in statistical and quantum mechanics, comforting us in our physics based approach [13] . Hence, a genuine semantics with a physical interpretation, appears to arise. It might thus be interesting to obverse this model from a physics perspective. To do so, we need to give a geometrical interpretation to both the model and the problem at hand.
Let's consider a system based on Olafsson's model (Eq. 2 which is derived from Eq. 4), and let
be the simplex of all possible probability distributions. Eq. 2 therefore describes the movement of the system's dynamic in the positive portion of the hyperplane ∑ If the system is to have an equilibrium (attractor), that attractor should be reached infinitively often in the system's trajectory. Thus, observing equilibria boils down to observing the distribution of trajectory's points in space. However, a direct and strict application of the laws of motion will be hard to do in this case because of the amount of noise in the model. We can be certain of the position of the system's dynamic just to some extent. i.e., with some probability. Going by the replicator dynamic equation also means considering individual resources' behavior, which is difficult to do without explicitly modeling indirect agent-agent and resource-resource interaction effects.
The dynamic of the replicator equation being a "dynamic of averages" [19] we thought it could be easier to observe the behavior of systems based on Olafsson's model in its entirety by abstracting agent-agent and resource-resource interaction effects, and focusing on the movements of the system's point mass. i.e., on the variation of the system's mean fitness or energy. Solving our problem therefore resorts to finding the position of the system's point mass in space. This change of observation point needs to be accompanied by an appropriate formalism.
Classical Mechanics is only interested in the trajectories of particular particles and is indifferent to their distribution in space [16] . In Classical Statistical Mechanics, we will be at pain to prove that the motion of the point mass solves exactly the Hamilton-Jacobi equation but it is possible to use averages. While, in Quantum Mechanics the motion of the point mass is only required to solve the HamiltonJacobi equation in average over space and time. i.e., the point mass is allowed to have "motions" which do not obey the Hamilton-Jacobi equation. This gives us the freedom to average the behavior of the whole population of resources and follow its evolution through the observation of the behavior of the system's point mass, this one not having to abide to any stringent rule. Both formalisms seem fit to help us tackle the stability of systems based on the model at hand, but will be used in different capacities
To meet the basic conditions necessary for such approach, we devised a mechanism based on the idea that the point mass of the system's dynamic can occupy different positions in a given volume of the simplex with some probability. Hence the following, based on our work on the subject [6, 13] .
Through the generational reproduction (cf. Eq. 6), we can compute the frequency p of each strategy at any time. The velocity of the system's dynamic can in turn be computed via the time evolution equation (cf. Eq. 2).
To monitor the movements of our system energy point mass, we make use of the concept of Adjacent Possible developed by Stuart Kauffman in his work on bio-molecular multi-agent systems [18] .
Kauffman defines the adjacent possible in terms of a classical 6N dimensional phase space. He departs from a system of micro states partitioned into small volumes. In such a system so vast that the flow along trajectories will always be non-ergodic, he calls the adjacent volumes that are accessible from the current volume the "adjacent possibles". Otherwise stated, the volumes next accessible are the current dimensionality of the "work space" of the nonergodic system. This hypothesis implies that the phase volume within successive boxes along the non-ergodic trajectory in the 6N phase space are being progressively subdivided into finer volumes, each leading to a different succes-sor box in the adjacent possible.
He noticed that the expansion of the adjacent possible by co-evolving classical agents seemed to drive toward a quantum behavior within the agents in a phase space box to maximize the flow into the adjacent possible. He went further to say that symmetry breaking is occurring in agents as they optimize their internal organization such that, small fluctuations cross internal threshold between different pathways of self construction, categorizations, and actions in order to win the Darwinian race. The fundamental ideas derived from that suggestion is that, in order to expand their capacity to make discriminations and refined actions, autonomous agents will partition a bounded volume in classical phase space representing the state of an agent or collection of agents, into ever finer volumes which ultimately encounter the Heisenberg uncertainty limit. Further partitioning would presumably involve quantum effects. This suggests that [molecular] autonomous agents would be expected to span the classical and quantum realms [17] .
We use this concept and give it some meaning in a concrete cartesian space using a sampling of the phase space, and infringing a bit on the definition the adjacent possible.
Let's suppose the dynamic of our system is, at a specific point in time located at a point in the n-dimensional hypercube on Fig. 1 -Left (figures at the end of the paper), and let's further discretize the phase space at each generational reproduction as the system's point mass moves about. At each generational reproduction, some amount of error (probably involving thermal noise at some point) is generated, influencing the trajectory of the system's point mass all along (cf. Fig. 1-Left) . The noise cones represent our adjacent possibles, the neighborhood where the next probability distribution vector is more likely to be generated.
Our use of this quantum description is only epistemological. According to the Heisenberg's uncertainty principle (cf. Eq. 7), we cannot locate a particle and observe its momentum at the same time. In our context, this means closing in on the position of the system's point mass makes the observation of the corresponding energy less likely (energy is function of the momentum). We thus must find the right balance between both factors in order to be able to assess the spatial distribution of the point mass "hits", and at the same time observe system's energy variation since, in our approach, it is ultimately the system's energy, not the position of the point mass that informs on the quality of an equilibrium.
To do this, we formulate the following based on our "known" part (Δ − → p ) of the Heisenberg inequality:
Let's consider the simplex defined in Eq. 5 and define an n t -dimensional cube (cf. Fig. 1 -Right)
where the focal pointP is defined aŝ
and
With ζ being the grid's unit on each axis of the n tdimensional cube.
To tackle system's stability, we adopt a community centered approach instead of focusing on resources as individuals. We describe the overall system's dynamics by the trajectory of the system's point mass, which movements can be quantified by the mean energy (cf. Eq. 12). For this purpose,we reformulate part of Olafsson's approach using an energy based approach instead of fitness and define the relative energy of a resource's state i as seen by an agent when playing strategy i (choosing resource r i to map a request), with the system at a state p t ∈ ΔΩ ζp as
where G t is a n x n utility matrix. The elements of this matrix give the relative benefits of using the various resources at a particular time. Eq. 11 means that the dynamic of the system at a point p is captured by the controlling focal pointp. A dampening mechanism to help overcome residual shocks and improve system's stability. The rationale behind this energy based approach is that, since the energy is a function of the momentum of the movement, it makes it possible to indirectly look at the variation of the system's mean energy through the Heisenberg inequality. By observing the variation in the system's energy, we can have a sense of how the system behaves. This mechanism works more like a beans count with a funnel, the funnel being an infinitesimal n t -dimensional hypercube, and beans coming from the intersection of the funnel and the simplex (cf. Fig. 1-Middle) . This results in the discretization of the simplex phase space in a uniform mesh (cf. Fig. 1-Middle) . For the sake of simplicity, we chose the focal point to be a corner of an infinitesimal n t -dimensional hypercube instead of the center.
The mean energy of the system at p ∈ ΔΩ ζp is then defined as e t =p T G tp (12) where the superindex T means the vector p is transposed. Working in the context where the benefit of using a resource increases with its decreasing usage and the increase usage of other resources, we define G t as 
(i.e., in term of how much better or worse it is performing than the mean resource selection). In the case Δe i ≤ 0, agents opting for resource r i are doing equally well or better than the mean agent performance. Agents doing worse than the mean (i.e.,Δe i > 0) will try to modify their resource distribution with the aim of getting closer to the average value.
Statistical Mechanics Formulation
At equilibrium, the system is supposed to have reached its thermodynamic equilibrium. In Thermodynamics, a thermodynamic system is in thermodynamic equilibrium if its energy distribution equals a Maxwell-Boltzmanndistribution. The Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution corresponds to the most probable energy distribution, in a collisionally-dominated system consisting of a large number of non-interacting particles. The Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution can be expressed as:
where N i is the number of particles at equilibrium temperature T having energy level E i , N the total number of particles in the system, and k the Boltzmann constant. Essentially, Eq. 17 provides a means for calculating the fraction Dealing with one particle system (our point mass), if we record each hit of the point mass at each attractor point that is part of the equilibrium as a particle, we can make a parallel with the Maxwell-Boltzmann approach and state that our system at equilibrium has an energy distribution. Let us now imagine that all the particles are in the same physical space (i.e., not inhabiting their own copy of space as they do in the ensemble) but non-interacting: point particles which do not collide or have any interactions of any kind, say. The energies E i being the energies corresponding to the point attractors in the system. The number of particles having that energy corresponding to the number of hits of the point mass in attractors with that energy, and our control parameter ζ corresponding to the system's temperature. We are not actually interested in the E i . We are rather interested in their relative disposition in space and how they relate to each other. Hence the following.
In Classical Statistical Mechanics, the Hamilton-Jacobi equation can be given the following simple verbal formulation: Of all the possible trajectories and momenta of the particles described by the Hamiltonian of the system, the ones which occur in nature are those for which the value of the Hamiltonian function is equal to the energy of the system [16] . If E(n t , ζ) is the set containing the value of the system's energy at points belonging to those trajectories, we can define L(n t , ζ) ⊂ E(n t , ζ) as a denumerable subset of E(n t , ζ) containing the energies corresponding to the set of limit points of the system dynamics at equilibrium. Since the system is ergodic, equilibrium conditions for this system are then achieved by the following system of equations
Eq. 18 generalizes the equilibrium conditions (Eq. 3) of Eq. 2 and is in good agreement with our experiments as we will see in Sec. 5. e t becomes a discrete time-independent variable with values in L(n, ζ), subject to new resources not entering nor leaving the system. Let's call them E i as in Eq. 17.
Since the system is supposed to be at equilibrium, we can, without loss of generality approximate the long-run probability distribution ([T equil , ∞)) with a finite-horizon equivalent ( [T equil , T f ]). We can then extract time series containing position and energy information and compute the system's position density and energy probability density as follows.
Let's ρ(p) be the position density of the system, Ξ(p) its energy probability density, H ζ p the n-infinitesimal hypercube containing p, andĉ the intersection of the perpendicular to the simplex (S n ) going through H ζ p 's focal point. The introduction ofĉ here is cosmetic. Recall that, in the calculation of the energy at a particular point (cf. Eq. 12) we have purposely chosen a corner of an infinitesimal hypercube as the focal point for ease of calculation. The focal point needs not belong to the simplex since we do not intent to fully use Eq. 17. Here, we have to reconcile that choice of focal point with some operations that actually need to take place in the simplex. We use densities to define distribution functions which will be put on a firmer basis later in this sectional unit.
Let's define
We have lim
and the position and energy densities are given by
T equil is the moment the system enters the thermodynamic equilibrium, T f a time in the system's future from where all samplings will no more show statistically significant deviation with one another. The N p s represent the number of hits of the point mass in the artificial basin of attraction represented by the infinitesimal n-dimensional hypercubes. The focal points being just representative, and approximation of real point attractors, we cannot compute the E p based on the N p s. We are merely interested in the distribution around equilibria, and not in actual position of those equilibria. We argue that it is the position ρ(p) and energy Ξ(p) probability distributions that ultimately describe the equilibrium of the system. The position density ρ(p) corresponds to the "stochastically stable equilibrium" in the terminology of Foster and Young [21] , and determines the long run probability distribution of the system. Therefore, all the strategy profiles ps for which ρ(p) is non-null are part of the stochastically stable equilibrium. If ρ(p) is non-null only at one point in the simplex, then we have a point-value (single valued) equilibrium. Otherwise, we have a set-valued equilibrium. As noted by Fudenberg and Levine [19] , this kind of invariant distribution (ρ(p)) is normally not an equilibrium, and not a description of a play at any period, although it does correspond to the asymptotic limit of the empirical joint distribution of strategy profiles. That is, in the long run, each strategy profile (all ps for which ρ(p) = 0) will occur with probability ρ(p). These probability distributions will vary depending on various physical conditions and settings that the system will be subject to.
On the Parallel with the Bak-Sneppen Evolution Model
Strict compliance of our model with the Bak-Sneppen evolution model is not possible if we would have to follow the system's dynamic from one point to another because different visited vertices on the grid have equal fitness. However, under certain mathematical conditions, the deterministic dynamics of a system can be represented by a potential function F on the state space, which attaches a certain number to each state such that trajectory of the system through the state space will always follow the path of steepest descent, i.e. move from a given state to that neighboring state for which F is minimal [24] . We can therefore reconcile our model with the Bak-Sneppen evolution model by setting e = − f and make Eq. 25 ours.
for some exponent γ.
To complete the reconciliation process, we need to insure the uniqueness of the energies (fitnesses). This is achieved by the fact that the quadratic expression (Eq. 15) has the same value for all points belonging to the same ω-cycle. We can therefore attach an energy to a unique cycle, completing the process of local co-evolution (cf. Fig. 2 ) and reducing our problem to a one-dimensional Bak-Sneppen evolution model.
Simulation Results and Discussion

Stability
We studied the stability of adjustment processes with persistent randomness in [27] and report the result of this study here to support our argumentation. It was shown that stability for such system can only be answered in terms of probabilistic measures such as expected values or distribution functions [9] .
The use of a variable n t -dimensional cube's grid lets us look at the details of the stability properties by computing probabilities (cf. Eq. 6) in the fractional unit range (ζ = 10 −k , k ∈ N * ). Fig. 2 below depicts simulation results for the following settings: ζ = 10 −k , k ∈ N * ; n t = 3, ∀t. By manipulating the value of k, we can control the level of details in the observation of the stability plots. Those figures were obtained with k = 3.
Part of the dynamic characteristics of this model is the emergence of forbidden and allowed energy levels. These levels are organized in three levels and multitude of sublevels per level, whose tally is function of ζ, the unit of the n t -dimensional cube's grid (cf. Eq. 8-10). Fig. 2 -Left-A,B look alike for all the settings leading to equilibrium. The difference being in the energy levels obtained, the learning pattern (in Fig. 2 -A left from the metastasis) and their occupancy level. We call this set of characteristics "equilibrium structure".
The internal dynamics of systems studied in [27] is driven by bursts of energy that feed on themselves. Small bursts are responsible of stochastic jumps among sub-levels inside the same energy level, and bigger bursts are responsible of jumps out of an energy level to other energy levels. However, there are bursts that have no influence on the stability of the system. Those are either too weak for the settings in place (the generational reproduction generates a probability vector that falls under the control of the same focal point as the previous generated probability vector) because they are absorbed by the controlling focal pointP (cf. Eq. 10), or because they induce a permutation in the probability vector. Since from Eq. 12
this category of shocks is also absorbed. However, the dynamics behind both types of absorptions is completely different. Each energy sub-level corresponds in space to cycles which forms depends on the settings of the system. When a shock is absorbed by a representative focal point, we would have in fact witnessed a jump to another sub-level in the same energy level with a finer grained grid, and in space the move from one cycle to another. While, in the case of the probability vector undergoing a permutation, the system's point mass moves to another point inside the same cycle.
With clearly multiple equilibria, we cannot really hope that where we end up is independent of the initial conditions. Which equilibrium to expect in such a situation has long been one of the main questions of the theory of learning in games [19] . We think that in the absence of an explanation of how agents come to expect the same equilibrium, their play need not correspond to any equilibrium at all, and to all of them at the same time. This duality shows that asymptotic stability will be hard to satisfy in an open environment unless we use a set-valued notion of stability as in [23] . Or acknowledge that the model is perturbed with "trembles" [19] so that all energy levels have positive probability of being reached.
In Fig. 2 -Left, the mode of the first level probability distribution is in the second tier of the figure, meaning that most of the system's dynamics is concentrated around the point corresponding to the mode of the second level probability distribution of the top level mode. Some experiments have shown that by changing the settings, we can change the system's dynamics and move the top level mode up and down the energy axis, and even strengthen it. This does not affect the shape of the hits' distribution in each energy level which still follows a Gauss-like profile (cf. Fig. 2 ). This flexibility allows us to chose the equilibrium structure we want our system to be in.
Learning plays a key role in this model as can be seen in Fig. 2 -A (Left from the metastasis). As agents repeatedly grapple with disequilibrium effects over time, they ultimately evolve the ability to cope with them effectively. However, the presence of metastasis proves that equilibrium is not a one time deal. The learning process should continue over time.
The choice of the grid's unit ζ has a direct impact on the capability of the system to absorb shocks. Since every energy sub-level is a transient attractor, a finer grid implies more marginal stability 2 of the attractors. This adds to the sensitivity of the system and control what this stability analysis technique can ultimately show [27] .
On the Existence of a Spectrum of Equilibria
The computation of the exact tally of the number of ω-cycles is most likely to be an intractable problem in high dimensional cases (n = 2 > [26] ). However, the parallel found with the Bak-Sneppen evolution model gives us a tool to tackle the problem.
At equilibrium, we compute the zero-energy level (the lowest sub-energy level of the bottom energy level in Fig.  2 -Left-B) to represent the average smallest energy in the spectrum of allowed energy levels, and the highest energy level in the top energy mode on the same figure to represent the highest value of the mean energy in the thermodynamic limit. Our numerical simulations give the following results:
From Eq. 25, < f c >= 0.222278628, < f 0 >= 0.22216667, and the average size of the visible portion of the spectrum L(n t , ζ) (cf. 18), which is also, in this context the average number of limit-sets (ω-cycles) is S = 46510514576 within numerical uncertainty, with γ = 2.70 (in one dimension cf. [26] ). A quite big number, which is in agreement with our ansatz about the denumerable character of L(n t , ζ), the set of energy levels in which the system can be at equilibrium. Those energy levels represent a succession of metastable states through which the systems is driven within its global stationary state, at equilibrium through the evolutionary dynamics.
Conclusion
Dynamical changes in system configuration and operating context at runtime will be inherent characteristics of future computing environments [4] . Randomly driven dynamics has to be expected whenever a dynamical system is driven by stochastic inputs. Coping with them boils down to adapting to ever changing operational environments. For such systems we propose a sound, non-intrusive mechanism to explore those of their statistical properties that remain stationary for variations in their controls [5] , along their spatial and temporal dimensions. This is true for any such system and is a measure of stability [12] . Furthermore, the average number of limit-sets at equilibrium computed with the "scaling laws" is a glimpse of what a full-fledge approach to the computation of the size of basins of attraction and related separatrices as proposed by Freidling and Wentzell can be. 
